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Abstract 

Ndoki one of the main hinterland group, relegated to the 

background, equally played a major role as it was the entrepot 

between the people of Bonny, Opobo and the hinterland Arochukwu 

who were the main purveyors of slaves during slavery and slave 

trade.  The aim of the article is to open up the Ndoki narrative of 

slavery and slave trade and to critically examine the nature, source, 

traffic, organization of the slave trade in Ndoki. 

 

Introduction 

Slavery and slave trade existed in Ndoki before the beginning of the trans-

Atlantic slave trade. It appears to have started with the settlement of the 

Ndoki in their present place of abode in the fifteenth century (Chuta, 

1983:23).  According to one informant, the single word for slave was “ohu”.  

The trade in slave itself was referred to as “Igbaohu”. The “ohu” were people 

bought with money (Nnanna, 15/1/16).  According to an informant, it was 

not the ohu system that classified the Ndoki society, rather it was the system 

of social differentiation of the society that created the “ohu” system. As a 

result, the Ndoki society was classified into four distinct categories namely 
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the Umuamadi “freeborns”, Ndi-mbiria-mbia “later-immigrants”, ndi-

agbaranaibe “pawnship” and the “ohu” slave (Ntagbu, 17/1/16). 

 

The nature of slavery in Ndokiland  

Slavery in Ndoki was based on kingship lineage system.  Slave were treated 

as members of a household.  They were integrated into the extended family 

of their owner.  They had certain rights and privileges such as the right to 

be fed and clothed, right to marry in legal ceremonies, right to earn 

independent income, right to work on a plot of land for their own 

consumption and right to hold and inherit property and have legal 

protection.  Equally, they had the right to aspire to the social ladder of the 

society.  Oral and documentary evidence supports that many of them who 

proved to be hard working, intelligent and enterprising were catapulted to 

higher responsibilities in the society. Prominent among them were Inglish 

Ekeke of Ohambele and Samuel Nwaudo of Odomene village, Akwete 

Ndoki. 

 

Integration of slaves in Ndoki 

According to oral evidence, there were intense acculturation of newly 

bought slaves.  They passed through a ritual process referred to as “isaisi” 

ie spiritual bathing or cleansing. In this process, the slave was bathed with 

a local soap.  Subsequently, the initiate was given a new name and a ritual 

meal served by the new mother.  The new mother took the responsibility of 

assimilating new-comer with the cultures of the society.  Oral tradition 

recounts that children between the age of seven to fifteen years were 

absorbed in this manner in Ndoki. 

In the case of adult slaves, they were infact made to swear an oath at the 

ihuali.  The ihuali was an ancestral emblem of authority that carried the 

spiritual force that could arrest and kill any deserting slave.  The belief in 

the extrasensory powers of the ihuali and in her ability to punish those who 

deviated from the spirit of the oath contributed to the loyalty of the initiated 

slaves to the household and their reluctance to desert (Chidiadi, 8/6/18). 
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Acquisition of slaves in Ndoki 

Slaves were acquired through different means in Ndoki.  According to local 

tradition, slaves were obtained through pawnship kidnapping, raiding, 

judicial process (deities), ransom and restitution. In Ndoki, the ihuali deities 

contributed to the number of people sold into slavery in Ndoki 

communities.  The ihuali deities were seen in every village in Ndoki.  They 

represented a symbol of religious emblem and authority in the area.  The 

ihuali was imbued with moral and religious powers.  The ihuali had the 

power to kill a liar, or a perjurer, a poisoner or any person who had 

committed an abomination that could call the wrath of the gods down upon 

the entire community.  It served as the platform for inducting newly 

acquired slaves into the household. 

The ihualu had a priest. In the religious sense, the priest of Ali literally 

owned all the land because of great belief that the land claims everybody 

on death.  The age of the priest was immaterial.  It depended upon whom 

the deity had chosen by means of divination and oracle.  The ihuali priest 

was a very indispensable tool in the dispensation of justice during the slave 

trade era.  Different cases of adultery, theft, assault, stealing, witchcraft, 

kidnapping, defilement of juju and even murder were brought before the 

ihuali.  The ihuali priest and council of the village elders presided over these 

matters.  Different kinds of punishment were meted to offenders.  In most 

of the judicial decisions, the culprit were either killed or sold into slavery.  

Thus, ihuali served a major means of slaving of the people. 
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Punishment for Offences derived from the “Ihuali” in Ndoki 

S/N OFFENCE PUNISHMENT 

1. Child stealing or 

kidnapping  

Heavily fined if child restored, 

otherwise killed or sold as a slave 

2. Stealing  By night, killed on sight; by day fined 

and if livestock stolen might be sold as 

slave. 

3. Theft of all kinds 

including goats, yams 

etc 

Thief sold into slavery, relatives could 

redeem him from slavery with a 

substitute; if caught red-handed at 

might he was killed. 

4. Witchcraft  Heavily fined, culprit sent out of the 

village or sold into slavery. 

5. Adultery  Husband compensated with a goat, 

drinks and cooking items, at times 

woman became a social outcast, 

debarred from attending women’s 

meeting; the husband would not eat 

food prepared by her until sacrifices to 

juju are observed. without a child, sold 

into slavery.  

Oral source: Eze P.U. Umenta, 70, 22/6/18, Obete Ndoki 

    

Functions of slaves in Ndoki 

According to one informant, in domestic activities, no operation was strictly 

reserved for slaves.  Slaves were kept in the house of their owners to 

provide a variety of services, depending on the gender, age, skills of each 

of the slave.  Slaves were tied to labour and could be made to perform any 

task in the economy ranging from farmwork, domestic services, trading, 

crafts production etc.  if the domestic slave was a woman or girl of 

marriageable age, she could be made a wife or concubine of her owner. 
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Local histories holds the view that able bodied domestic slaves were at 

times converted to warriors and thus used to fight battles.  Oral and 

documentary evidence accounts that the occupation of Azumini Ndoki was 

made possible through the use of slaves by the early founders of the ancient 

town. (Afigbo, 1974:19). The slaves are said to have played some part in the 

campaign which led to the forceful acquisition (from the Ibibio) of some of 

the land which the Azumini village occupies (Nwachukwu, 9/6/16). 

Oral evidence shows that slaves were used for ritual purposes in 

Ndokiland.  Slaves were sacrificed to gods like Nwaiyieke, Nnenneobu, 

otuburu etc.  These sacrifices were done to propitiate them and solicit their 

protection against any form of calamities. 

 

Slave routes in Ndokiland       

The slave routes from Arochukwu terminated at Akwete, Ohambele and 

Azumini.  The routes which linked the Arochukwu were sub-divided at 

Bende.  Some traders moved from Bende to Abala-Ngwa and terminated 

either at Ohambele or Azumini.  Others travelled through the second route 

across Umuahia to Umuajuju, where a section continued their journey to 

Oratta and Owerri and other towns in the Igbo hinterland.  The rest proceed 

to Aba and later to Akwete, Ogoni, Diobu and other towns where they 

exchanged their goods with coastal middlemen (Ottenbery 1958:304-305).  

The Obolo (Andoni) controlled the routes to major Ndoki, Ibibio, Ogoni and 

Igbo markets (Ejituwu, 2002:280). Oral evidence indicates that there was an 

inland route from Umuihueze villages which connecting Umuagbai to 

Azuogu, Marihu and Obete markets along the Imo River to Keffe, Opuoko and 

Egwenga. From Obete some slaves were taken to the Ogoni territories of 

Lueku, Taabaa, Okwali and Sogho. Dike and Ekejiuba, (1990:123) asserted that 

the Arochukwu-Bende route which linked Akwete was the most important 

highway in terms of the volume and value of trade. Evidence exists to show 

that the route never lost its pre-eminence during the slave trade era. 

Slave routes were also footpaths that took through villages and markets.  

As the trade grew, more slave routes networks came into existence in 
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Ndoki.  The Obunku-Obohia-Ohambele-Obeaku slave routes expanded during 

this period. Mgborobo-Ohanku-Eti-Ohambele slave routes developed.  The 

Obegu, Asa Umunteke, Akwete slave routes became famous.  This was the 

route used during the Aro expedition of 1901. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slave Routes to and from Ndoki 

 

Ndoki Slave Markets  

According to one informant, slave markets were located at various parts of 

the Ndoki territory.  The three major markets were at Ohambele, Akwete 

(Ntugbu) and Azumini (Ahianwebule).  However, other slave markets 

existed but they were not so much paramount.  They were the Orie Ohanku 

slave market, Afor Obohia slave markets, Umuagbai slave market, Azuogu 
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(Onumeri) slave market and Obete slave market.  It was recorded that the 

people of Mbaise, Nkwerre and Obowo (all in the present day Imo State) 

visited these markets. They came with slaves (ohu), fowls, goats, ropes and 

mats etc to exchange with seafoods and European wares from the coastal 

traders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

According to oral sources, the Akwete slave market was located at Ntugbu. 

The “Ntugbu” was a close distance to the bank of the Imo River and accessed 

through the “Onu-Uzo-Onwe”. The market held in every Eke day which was 

about four to five days in a week.  Most of the slaves procured by the Aro 

were sold in this market.  

King Jaja of Opobo was taken away from this market to Bonny. The Ntugbu 

slave market was later converted to palmoil market after the slave era gave 

way to the commodity market. Besides, the Ntugba became the first site for 

the establishment of British consulate in Akwete Ndoki and a consul resident 

was built there. 

Again, oral evidence has it that the Azumini slave market was popularly 

known as Ahia Nwaebule. “Ahia” means “market” and “Nwaebule” means 

“bull”. The “bull” is a connotation for “slave”.    This market nicknamed 

Plate 1.1: The Opobo chiefs boys, Akwete market  

Source: West African Study by Mary Kingsley, 
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“Bull” market served as a centre for slave trading.  Slaves mainly recruited 

from the Ngwa axis and the Ibibio/Annang countries were also sold in this 

market.  Oral tradition holds the view that the market was dominated by 

the Aro and traders from Bende and the Annang/Ibibio. 

The Ohambele market was located at the centre of “Amaobu” in Ohambeles.  

Presently, the market is no longer in existence. It is over grown with grasses 

and is about 120 metres away from the creek where the slaves are 

transported to the coastal cities.  The market was predominantly controlled 

by Opobo and Bonney traders.  It was one of the major markets Jaja held 

sway. 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 1.2:  Orie market Ohanku. Slave were sold at this market 

during the Atlantic slave trade. 

Source: Author  
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Currencies used in the Trade 

In Ndoki, many forms of pre-colonal currencies were used.  The traditional 

currencies that dominated the areas were cowries, brass and copper rods 

and manillas.  The most popular was the “Okpogho” Mannilla.  When the 

mannilla was eventually redeemed in 1948, 19 percent of the total mannilla 

stock came from the Ndoki district which had become a major centre for the 

production and transit of palmoil dominated by Opobo and Bonny traders 

Plate 1.3: Front view of Ahia Nwaebule Azumini  a major slave 

market  

Source: Author  
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(Naanen, 1993:432).  During the slave trading era and palmoil trade, the 

mannilla played a significant role and stood out as the major means of 

exchange in the area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 1.4: Cowries and different types of Manilla 

Source: Author  

 

Plate 1.5: Cowries  

Source: Author  
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Ndoki as a slave transit point  

Ndoki was one of the major transit point of slaves in the Bight of Biafra.  It 

became a centre of commerce and trade for the Aro, Opobo and Bonny slave 

merchants.  The Aro who emerged as the foremost purveyors of slave 

converged at the Ndoki markets to sell their human commodities.  With 

this, Ndoki became a centre of commerce and trade throughout the slave 

trade era.  However, her geographical position, gave her an advantage to 

participate actively in the slave trade.  The presence of the Imo river system, 

no doubt, facilitated the movement of slaves from the Ndoki hinterland 

beaches to the European slave dealers at the coastal ports of Bonny. 

Their activities in the slave trade were profound.  They provided baracoons, 

warehouses credits and depots and other logistics that facilitated the slave 

trade. These depots developed into major trading stations for the European 

firms during the legitimate trade era.  Oral and documentary sources 

affirms Akwete, Azumini and Ohambele as major trading depots and 

centres during the slave trade.  Many Ndoki people emerged as leading 

slave trade at that time. They entered into trading alliances and agreements 

with the Aro and coastal traders.  These agreements paved way for smooth 

business operation in the area.  They were able to organize and administer 

slave  market system in their various communities. 

Local chiefs and high place individuals provided warehouses, and hostels 

for visiting traders.  They also rented stalls and shades to slave trader.  The 

local chiefs gained form the gifts and tolls which they received from Aro 

and delta traders. With the profit, they bought slaves not only for sale, but 

also for incorporation into their own household.             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 1.5: Cowries  
Source: Author  
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Slave Merchants in Ndoki  

Table1.2:   List of Some Slave Merchants in Ndoki 

S/N NAMES VILLAGE AND TOWN  

1. Chief Nwagbaranta 

Nwaekeugo 

Odomene village Akwete  

2. Nwamuo Nwikom  Ajiere village Akwete  

3. Chief Nwankwo George  George’s village Akwete 

4. Chief Rufus, N.J. Ordor Umuodike and Umuobo village, 

Akwete 

5. Chief Thomas Eruba  Eruba village, Akwete  

6. Chief Otuji  Umuonuzo-Uzo Onwe village, 

Akwete  

7. Late Truman Akpara  Odomene Village, Akwete 

8. Friday Stanley Odomene village Akwete 

9. Chief Ikpeama  Ohandu village  

10. Samuel Nwaudo  Odomene village Akwete 

11. Chief Okoto  Azuogu Ndoki 

12. Chief Onyeike  Azuogu Ndoki 

13. Chief Nwaator  Azuogu Ndoki 

14. Inglis Ekeke Uhuezegbo Ohambele 

15. Dorku Wowo Ekeator Ohambele  

16. Nwagbara Daanta Amaoji Ohambele 

17. King Ekeator Ohambele  

18. Chief Edema Umuajakere Ndoki 

19. King Baba Okegbu Uhu baba Umunwabo Ohambele 

20. Eze Nweke Dosu Onye-nweala Ikwuorie Ohanku 

21. Nicodemus Friday Igwe Ekekeugbo Village, umuagbai 

22. Chief Solomon Okere Nkworo-Egberu 

23. Chief Ebenezer Chibor Chuta village, Obete 

Sources: Comr. Onyekachi Odomene, 58, 5/5/18.   Barr. Fidelis Nna, 59, 

22/5/18 .    
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Chief Chidiadi Daniel, 68, 8/6/18 

 

According to my informants, the above mentioned personalities were 

actively involved in the slave trade business.  Oral evidence recounts that 

they saw salve trading as a source of labour, a form of wealth and social 

prestige.  Their involvement suggests that the Ndoki bought a good number 

of slaves from the Aro dealers whom they either incoroporated in their 

homes or resold to the coastal slave traders at a profitable rate.  Local 

tradition  holds the view that they had over bearing influence in their 

localities with which they were able to sustain the tempo of slave trade. 

They also had an absolute control over the labour power and wealth created 

by those who worked for them.  They were able to put in place the 

infrastructure and institutical arrangement that effectively ensured the 

buying and selling of persons in the Ndoki area.  Generally, they were able 

to manipulate the system to their advantage, and this created much wealth 

for them.  Though the actions of these affluent people, a substantial part of 

the population of some of Ndoki villages came to be composed of slaves or 

persons of service background and pedigree. 

Oral tradition maintain that, inspite of the fact that they acquired much 

wealth from slave trading, they were still seen as versatile business men.  

This is because, each of them had a foot both in the business of slave trade 

and the so-called legitimate trade.  They had apprentices and retailers who 

pursued other lines of business such as plamoil and palm kernel trade. 

The proceeds from their business were used to the benefit of the society.  

Some built European style structures and used the resources they have to 

send their children abroad to study.  Most of their children and wards 

became the first elites in Ndokiland.  
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Slaves that Rose to Prominence in Ndoki 

Inglish Ekeke (c. 1855 to 1935) 

Inglish Ekeke was a slave that turned to be one of the richest slave merchant 

in Ohambele Ndoki.  An oral source claims that he was brought by an Aro 

trader who sold him to king Baba Okegbu.  Inglish Ekeke was however 

inducted into domestic life in the family of king Baba Okegbu where he 

grew up and assisted his master in the trade of human commodities.  Oral 

evidence recounts that base on his level of ingenuity and mastery of the 

intricacies of the commerce, he was allowed to operate his own trading 

outfit.  With this opportunity, he recruited more slave labour and expanded 

the coast of his trading venture.  He had a direct link with the coastal 

middlemen and the Aro who were the main suppliers of slave in ohambele 

market.  With his dynamic nature, his prospects increased with the 

combination of both trade in slaves and palm produce.  Local histories has 

it that he controlled the Ohambele market.  He acted as a commission agent 

to his customers and provided warehouses where all variety of goods were 

stored before they are moved to Opobo or Bonny via the Imo river.  With the 

profit earned from the trade. He built the lion house in 1914.  The building 

stands as one of the flamboyant structure in ohambele till today. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Plate. 1.6. Inglish Ekeke Building at Ohambele Ndoki 

Source: Author  
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Samuel Nwaudo C. 1858 - 1925  

Samuel Nwaudo was another important figure in the history of slavery and 

slave trade in Ndoki.  Akwete tradition relates that he was bought as a 

domestic slave by Chief Nwagbaranta Nwaekeogu of Odomene village 

Akwete Ndoki.  Samuel Nwaudo hailed from Udo Mbaise in present day Imo 

State.  Local history maintains that he came at the same time, king Jaja of 

Opobo was a slave at Odomene village, Akwete.  Oral sources has it that 

Samuel Nwaudo, at his prime, demonstated to be a genius.  Because of his 

intellectual capacity, he was loved and trusted by his master who later 

allowed him to venture into trade enterprises.  Inspite of the complexities 

and intricacies in slave trade, he was very discipline and able to organize 

and coordinate his trading outfit.  History has it that he was a very 

successful trader.  He emerged as one of the richest slave merchant in 

Ndoki.  He built a two (2) storey building with a super-architectural design.  

It stands as the tallest building in Odomere village Akwete till date. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 1.7: Samuel Nwaudo’s building at Akwete Ndoki 

Source: Author  
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SLAVE RELICS AND MONUMENTS IN NDOKI 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 1.8: A Ancient town of Ohambele  

Source: Author 

 

 

Plate 1.9: Ancient town of Akwete 

Source: Author 
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Plate 1.10: The Monument of Chief R.N.J Odor of Akwete. A rich slave merchant   

Source: Author 

 

 

Plate 1.11: The Tomb of Eze Nweke Dosu of Ohanku 

Source: Author 
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Plate 1.12: The Monument Eze Nweke Dosu of Ohanku  

Source: Author 

 

 

Plate 1.14: A mango tree where slaves were tied at Ohambele slave market 

Source: Author 
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Plate 1.15: A mango tree where slaves were tied at point of no return at 

Ohambele 
Source: Author 

 

 

Plate 1.16: Slave barracoon at Ohambele 

Source: Author 
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The Role of the Aro in Slavery and Slave Trade in Ndokiland 

The Aro were the main purveyors of slave to the Ndoki territory.  

According to Ukwu (1967:65-652) and Ekejiuba (1972:13-15) the Aro had 

established long-distance trade with the Igbo hinterland and the coasted 

cities of Bonny, Calabar and Kalabari before the trans-Atlantic trade.  

Vansina (1962:375-388) maintains that the high demand for slaves created 

the need for the Aro to expand their commercial operations to different 

parts of Igboland including the Ndoki territory.  Asiegbu, (1984:236) has 

described Aro commercial activities as stretching back to the heyday of the 

Atlantic slave trade.  He noted that the Aro has established themselves as 

powerful “second stage” middlemen in the trading system between the 

riverine states and the Europeans. For effective operation and control, the 

Aro had to establish settlements and colonies in various parts of the 

hinterland including Ndoki. According to Northrup (1978:142) the basis of 

Aro expansion and operation was essentially economic.  He maintained 

that the Aro exceeded other traders of the hinterland because of their skill 

Plate 1.17: Some of the cannons use during the Atlantic slave trade at Ohambele  

Source: Author 
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and single-mindedness. In addition to this, Nwokeji (2010) noted that Aro 

trade as an economic enterprise thrived as much as it did because of the 

influence of the long Juju of Aro.  He strongly argues that it was the Aro 

organization that endured the gathering, bulking, transportation and 

delivery of huge numbers of slaves to the Ndoki markets for shipment to 

the coast.  In his own contribution, Northrup (1978:142) added that the Aro 

evolved a complex commercial organization through alliances with other 

leading trading people which developed into an economic structure.  

Through alliances, the Aro fraternized with Okonko secret cult members in 

Ndoki.  They made genuine effort with the okonko members to monopolize 

and dominate the slave trade in the area. Oriji strongly affirms that okonko 

society was an arm of the Aro hegemony as well as an instrument of 

coercion during the slave trade in Ndoki region. Based on this background, 

the Aro were able to move about into the Ndoki territory unmolested. 

Ofonagoro (1979:35) asserts the Aro being the custodian of the long Juju, 

moved about to different places with “immunity from local molestation”.    

Nonetheless, because of their domineering nature and strong organization 

the Aro displayed every other trading group and became the main supplies 

of slave to Ndoki markets of Azumini, Akwete, and Ohambele. 

As a result of their near total monopoly of trade, the Aro prospered and 

became very wealthy.  They regulated and controlled the prices of slave and 

other goods.  This situation continued unabated until Odum Egege of 

Azumini derived a means of testing the reality of Aro oracle that eventually 

led to his death in the hands of King Jaja of Opobo.  (Nna, 1/6/18).   

 

Conclusion  

The article careful examined the nature of slavery and slave trade in Ndoki 

during the period under review. The work revealed how slaves were 

integrated into Ndoki society.  It also examined the functions of slaves, 

currencies used in during the trade, slave relics and monuments and slave 

markets in Ndoki.  Most importantly, it identified two ex-slaves that rose to 

prominent in Ndoki and other personalities that participated in the trade. 
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The role of the Aro and the Okonko society was also highlighted in the 

work.                 

 

 

Primary sources: 

S/N NAMES OCCUPATION SEX AGE PLACE DATE 

1. Nnanna 

Akara 

RTD Civil 

servant  

M 66, Umuagbai 

Ndoki, 

15/1/16 

2. Michael 

Ntagbu 

Farmer  M  70 Obete 

Ndoki 

17/1/16 

3. Chidiadi 

Daniel 

Farmer  M  66 Azuogu 

Ndoki 

8/6/18 

4. Eze P.U. 

Umenta 

Traditional Ruler M  70 Obete 

Ndoki 

22/6/18 

5. Onyekachi 

Odomene 

Civil servant M  57 Akwete 

Ndoki 

5/5/18 

6. Fidelis Nna Legal 

practitioner  

M  57 Azumini 

Ndoki 

22/5/18 

7. Nwachukwu 

Gabriel 

Farmer  M  70 Ohambele 

Ndoki 

9/6/16 
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